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Abstract

Data annotation is the process of labeling data
that could be used to train machine learning
models. Having high-quality annotation is cru-
cial, as it allows the model to learn the rela-
tionship between the input data and the desired
output. GPT-3, a large-scale language model
developed by OpenAI, has demonstrated im-
pressive zero- and few-shot performance on a
wide range of NLP tasks. It is therefore natural
to wonder whether it can be used to effectively
annotate data for NLP tasks. In this paper, we
evaluate the performance of GPT-3 as a data
annotator by comparing it with traditional data
annotation methods and analyzing its output on
a range of tasks. Through this analysis, we aim
to provide insight into the potential of GPT-3
as a general-purpose data annotator in NLP 1.

1 Introduction

The democratization of artificial intelligence (AI)
(Garvey, 2018; Rubeis et al., 2022) aims to pro-
vide access to AI technologies to all members of
society, including individuals, small- and medium-
sized enterprises (SMEs), academic research labs,
and nonprofit organizations. Achieving this goal is
crucial for the promotion of innovation, economic
growth, and fairness and equality. As typical AI
models are usually data-hungry, one significant ob-
stacle of AI democratization is the preparation of
well-annotated data for training AI models.

Specifically, supervised learning critically de-
pends on sufficient training data with accurate an-
notation, but data annotation can be a costly en-
deavor, particularly for small-scale companies and
organizations (Bunte et al., 2021). The cost of data
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annotation typically includes the labor costs associ-
ated with the labeling process, as well as the time
and resources required to hire, train and manage
annotators. Additionally, there may be costs asso-
ciated with the annotation tools and infrastructure
needed to support the annotation process. Individ-
uals or small-scale organizations may not have re-
sources to annotate sufficient training data, thereby
are unable to reap the benefits of contemporary AI
technologies. Although the development of pre-
trained language models such as BERT (Devlin
et al., 2019), XLNet (Yang et al., 2019), GPT-2
(Radford et al., 2019) and RoBERTa (Liu et al.,
2019) eases the data-hungry issue to some extent,
data annotation remains an unavoidable challenge
for supervised model training.

GPT-3 (Brown et al., 2020; Ouyang et al., 2022)2

is a powerful large language model developed by
OpenAI. Evaluations show that GPT-3 has gained
through pretraining a surprisingly wide range of
knowledge, which can be transferred to down-
stream tasks through knowledge distillation (Kim
et al., 2022). We present some examples in Ap-
pendix A.12. Due to the model architecture and
pretraining tasks designed for auto-regressive gen-
eration, GPT-3 is capable of generating human-like
text and performing a broad array of NLP tasks,
such as machine translation, summarization, and
question-answering. However, the direct use of
GPT-3 for inference in a production setting remains
challenging due to its size and computational re-
quirements. Moreover, such large language models
often lack the flexibility of local deployment, since
their parameters are usually not publicly available.
In contrast, it is often more feasible to use smaller
language model models, such as BERTBASE (De-
vlin et al., 2019), in production environments.

In this paper, we investigate the ability of GPT-3
to annotate training data for training machine learn-

2For brevity, we refer to both the original GPT-3 and In-
structGPT as GPT-3.
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ing models, which can substantially lower the anno-
tation cost and level the playing field for individuals
or small organizations, so that they can harness the
power of AI in their own missions. The process can
be considered as distilling the knowledge of GPT-
3 to small networks that can be straightforwardly
deployed in production environments.

We conduct extensive experiments to evaluate
the performance, time, and cost-effectiveness of 3
different GPT-3 based data annotation approaches
for both sequence- and token-level NLP tasks. Our
main contributions can be summarized as follows:

• We conduct comprehensive analysis of the fea-
sibility of leveraging GPT-3 for data annotation
for complex NLP tasks.

• We study 3 different GPT-3 based data anno-
tation approaches, and then conduct extensive
experiments on both sequence- and token-level
NLP tasks to evaluate their performance.

• We find that directly annotating unlabeled data
is suitable for tasks with small label space while
generation-based methods are more suitable for
tasks with large label space.

• We find that generation-based approaches tend
to be more cost-effective compared with directly
annotating unlabeled data.

2 Related Work

Large Language Models Large language mod-
els (LLMs) have made significant progress on natu-
ral language processing tasks in recent years. These
models are trained with self-supervision on large,
general corpora and demonstrate excellent perfor-
mance on numerous tasks (Brown et al., 2020;
Rae et al., 2021; Taylor et al., 2022; Hoffmann
et al., 2022; Black et al., 2022; Zhang et al., 2022;
Chowdhery et al., 2022; Thoppilan et al., 2022;
Touvron et al., 2023). LLMs possess the ability to
learn in context through few-shot learning (Brown
et al., 2020; Ouyang et al., 2022). Their capabilities
expand with scale, and recent research has high-
lighted their ability to reason at larger scales with
an appropriate prompting strategy (Lester et al.,
2021; Wei et al., 2022; Chowdhery et al., 2022;
Liu et al., 2021c; Kojima et al., 2022; Lewkowycz
et al., 2022; Qin et al., 2023b; Zhao et al., 2023; Li
et al., 2023; Jiao et al., 2023).

Wang et al. (2021) investigate methods to uti-
lize GPT-3 to annotate unlabeled data. However,
they mainly focus on the generation and sequence
classification tasks. In this work, we conduct

more comprehensive experiments and analysis on
a wider range of settings, covering both sequence-
and token-level tasks. In a recent work, Liu et al.
(2022) demonstrate a worker-and-AI collaborative
approach for dataset creation with a few seed exam-
ples, while we also analyze approaches that support
zero-shot training data generation, which do not
require any seed examples.

Prompt-Learning Prompt-Learning, also known
as Prompting, offers insight into what the future
of NLP may look like (Lester et al., 2021; Liu
et al., 2021c; Ding et al., 2021b). By mimicking
the process of pre-training, prompt-learning intu-
itively connects pre-training and model tuning (Liu
et al., 2021d). In practice, this paradigm has proven
remarkably effective in low-data regimes (Scao and
Rush, 2021; Gao et al., 2021; Qin and Joty, 2022b).
For instance, with an appropriate template, zero-
shot prompt-learning can even outperform 32-shot
fine-tuning (Ding et al., 2021a). Another promising
characteristic of prompt-learning is its potential to
stimulate large-scale pre-trained language models
(PLMs). When applied to a 10B model, optimizing
prompts alone (while keeping the parameters of the
model fixed) can yield comparable performance to
full parameter fine-tuning (Lester et al., 2021; Qin
et al., 2023a). These practical studies suggest that
prompts can be used to more effectively and effi-
ciently extract knowledge from PLMs, leading to a
deeper understanding of the underlying principles
of their mechanisms (Li et al., 2022).

Data Augmentation There has been a signifi-
cant amount of research in NLP on learning with
limited labeled data for various tasks, including
unsupervised pre-training (Devlin et al., 2019; Pe-
ters et al., 2018; Yang et al., 2019; Raffel et al.,
2020; Liu et al., 2021b), multi-task learning (Glo-
rot et al., 2011; Liu et al., 2017), semi-supervised
learning (Miyato et al., 2016), and few-shot learn-
ing (Deng et al., 2019; He et al., 2021; Qin and
Joty, 2022a). One approach to address the need for
labeled data is through data augmentation (Feng
et al., 2021; Meng et al., 2022; Chen et al., 2023),
which involves generating new data by modifying
existing data points using transformations based
on prior knowledge about the problem’s structure
(Yang et al., 2020). The augmented data can be
generated from labeled data (Ding et al., 2020; Liu
et al., 2021a; Ding et al., 2022) and used directly
in supervised learning (Wei and Zou, 2019) or em-
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Figure 1: Illustrations of our proposed methods.

ployed in semi-supervised learning for unlabeled
data through consistency regularization (Xie et al.,
2020).

3 Methodology

We study 3 different approaches to utilize GPT-3
for data annotation: 1) prompt-guided unlabeled
data annotation (PGDA); 2) prompt-guided train-
ing data generation (PGDG); and 3) dictionary-
assisted training data generation (DADG). Illus-
trations are shown in Figure 1. Overall, these 3
approaches can be regarded as in-context learning
(Wei et al., 2022), a new paradigm that is getting
popular in NLP. Under this paradigm, a language
model “learns” to do a task simply by conditioning
on lIOP, a list of input-output pairs (IOP). 3 More
formally,

yi = GPT-3(lIOP, xi) (1)

where xi is the query input sequence and yi is the
text generated by GPT-3. For comparison, the per-
formance, cost, and time spent on the three meth-
ods are monitored. We also report the results of
Prompted Direct Inference (PGI), which is to
instruct GPT-3 to directly annotate the test data.

3.1 Prompt-Guided Unlabeled Data
Annotation (PGDA)

The first approach involves the creation of prompts
to guide GPT-3 in annotating unlabeled data. To
this end, task-specific prompts are designed to elicit
labels from GPT-3 for a given set of unlabeled
data. In our experiments, the unlabeled data is
derived from human-labeled datasets by removing
the existing labels. The resulting GPT-3-labeled
data is then used to train a local model to predict
human-labeled test data, with the performance of

3Under the zero-shot settings, where lIOP is not provided,
our methods become instruction-tuning (Wei et al., 2021).

Choose the sentiment of the given text
from Positive and Negative.
Text: a feast for the eyes
Sentiment: Positive
...
Text: boring and obvious
Sentiment: Negative
Text: [Unlabeled Data]
Sentiment: [Label]

Figure 2: An example of Prompt-Guided Unlabeled
Data Annotation (PGDA) for SST2.

this model being evaluated. As shown in Figure 2,
an instruction with few-shot examples is given to
GPT-3, followed by unlabeled data. GPT-3 is then
prompted to predict labels for the unlabeled data.

3.2 Prompt-Guided Training Data Generation
(PGDG)

The second approach is to utilize GPT-3 to au-
tonomously generate labeled data for the speci-
fied task. This method involves the creation of
prompts that guide GPT-3 to self-generate labeled
data, which is subsequently used to train a local
model to predict on human-labeled test data for
the purpose of evaluation. For example, to gen-
erate training data with the relation "head of gov-
ernment", we can first "teach" GPT-3 to generate
head-tail entity pairs that have the specified rela-
tion as illustrated in Figure 3. After we obtain
the generated triplets (head-tail entity pairs with
specified relation), as shown in Figure 4, we can
then instruct GPT-3 to generate a sentence with the
given entities and relation. Compared with tagging
approach, a significant benefit of the generation-
based approach is that it does not require a long
list of label definitions specified in the prompt. For
example, to generate NER data, it can first generate
entities of each entity type (e.g. organization, per-
son, etc.) and then generate a sentence with mixed
entities.

3.3 Dictionary-Assisted Training Data
Generation (DADG)

The third method is designed to utilize a dictio-
nary as an external source of knowledge to assist
GPT-3 to generate labeled data for a specific do-
main. In our experiments, we choose Wikidata4

as the dictionary. The data generated through this
Wikidata-guided process is subsequently used to

4https://www.wikidata.org
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Generate 20 different Head Entity and Tail
Entity with the given Relation.
Relation: head of government
Relation Definition: head of the executive
power of this town, city, municipality, state, coun-
try, or other governmental body
Relation: head of government
Head Entity: United States; Tail Entity:
Chester Alan Arthur
...
Head Entity: Entity1; Tail Entity: Entity2

Figure 3: An example of prompting GPT-3 to gener-
ate entities for the relation "head of government" for
FewRel.

Generate a sentence with the given entities
and relation.
Relation: head of government
Head Entity: United States; Tail Entity:
Chester Alan Arthur
Text: Chester Alan Arthur , 21st President of the
United States , died of this disease , November
18 , 1886
...
Relation: head of government
Head Entity: Entity1; Tail Entity: Entity2
Text: [Generated Sentence]

Figure 4: An example of prompting GPT-3 to generate
a sentence with the given entities and the relation "head
of government" for FewRel.

train a local model to predict human-labeled test
data for the purpose of evaluating performance. For
instance, to generate training data with the relation
"head of government", we first query the head-tail
entity pairs under the relation P6, relation ID of
“head of government”, from Wikidata. Upon ob-
taining the entity pairs from Wikidata, GPT-3 can
then be instructed to generate a sentence with the
specified entity pairs and relation. An advantage of
this approach is that it can leverage knowledge base
in specific domains, particularly when the domains
are not present in the pre-trained corpus, thus al-
lowing for the incorporation of external knowledge
into GPT-3 without the need for fine-tuning.

4 Experiments

4.1 Experiment Settings
In this study, we conduct extensive experiments on
both sequence- and token-level NLP tasks5. The
sequence-level tasks include sentiment analysis
(SA) and relation extraction (RE). The token-level

5Please refer to Appendix A.11 for the discussion on more
complex tasks like semantic parsing

tasks include named entity recognition (NER) and
aspect sentiment triplet extraction (ASTE).

More specifically, we use the SST2 dataset
(Socher et al., 2013) for sentiment analysis, a well-
known dataset comprising movie reviews. For rela-
tion extraction, we use FewRel (Han et al., 2018),
a large-scale relation extraction dataset. For NER,
we use the AI domain split from the CrossNER
dataset (Liu et al., 2020), which is the most dif-
ficult domain within the dataset and more closely
mirrors real-world scenarios with its 14 entity types.
For aspect sentiment triplet extraction, we use the
laptop domain split released by (Xu et al., 2020).

To simulate the production scenario, we assume
that the user has access to the off-shelf GPT-3 API.
In all our experiments, we use text-davinci-0036,
the latest GPT-3 model. In addition, we assume
that the user uses BERTBASE for production and
has access to a few data points and Wikidata for
each task. For each task, the resulting data of each
approach is post-processed and reformatted into the
same format of human-labeled data before being
used to fine-tune a BERTBASE model. In order
to accurately determine the cost and time required
for human labeling, we conduct interviews and
consultations with linguists and professional data
annotators to obtain a precise estimation.

4.2 Sequence-Level Task
4.2.1 SST2
SST2 dataset is used for sequence-level sentiment
analysis experiments. We fine-tune BERTBASE

on the data created by the three approaches for
32 epochs with early stopping. After model fine-
tuning, we evaluate the model on human-labeled
test data to assess the quality of data created by
each approach. We conduct experiments on zero-
shot, 2-shot, and 10-shot settings. Here we discuss
the results for 10-shot settings. Please refer to
Appendix A.13 for the results of the other two
settings.

Annotation Approaches In PGDA, we ran-
domly sample 10-shot data of the train set of the
SST2 dataset to construct a prompt template, as
illustrated in Figure 2. The prompt is used to guide
GPT-3 in generating sentiment labels for the unla-
beled data. In PGDG, the same 10-shot data used
in the PGDA is used to guide GPT-3 to generate
sentences with specified sentiments. Please refer to

6Released on 28 Nov 2022. Please refer to https://beta.
openai.com/docs/models for more details.
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Appendix A.2 for the prompt example. In DADG,
the ability of GPT-3 to perform Wikidata-guided
few-shot generation is tested. We query entities
in Wikidata from the movie domain. We then use
the entities together with the same 10-shot data to
prompt GPT-3 to generate sentences with a spec-
ified sentiment. Please refer to Appendix A.3 for
the prompt example.

Results Table 1 presents the results of three dif-
ferent approaches. Overall, PGDA demonstrates
the best performance among the three approaches.
By labeling the same 3,000 data points, PGDA
achieves an accuracy of 87.75, which is only 0.72
lower than that of human-labeled data. However,
the cost and time consumed for PGDA are signif-
icantly lower than those for human labeling. By
labeling 6,000 data, PGDA achieves a better perfor-
mance than the human-labeled 3,000 data, while
the cost is approximately 10% of the cost of human
labeling. PGDG performs much worse than PGDA
and human-labeled data. However, it also demon-
strates a distinct advantage in terms of cost and time
efficiency when generating the same amount of
data compared with alternative approaches. DADG
approach, which involves generating data with in-
domain entities, does not result in better perfor-
mance. This is because entities are not typically
key factors in the sentiment classification task, as
most entities are neutral and do not provide addi-
tional information relevant to sentiment. Further-
more, since a large portion of the data in SST2 does
not contain any entities, the sentences generated
using DADG do not follow the same distribution
as the test data in SST2, leading to poorer perfor-
mance. For comparison purposes, the result of PGI
is also presented. It is suggested that, for small-
scale applications, it is practical to use GPT-3 to
directly label unlabeled data.

4.2.2 FewRel

The FewRel dataset is used for RE experiments.
The original FewRel dataset, proposed for meta-
learning, is re-formulated to a supervised learning
setting. The train data of FewRel, which comprises
64 distinct relations and 700 labeled instances for
each relation, is divided into a new train/dev/test
split (560/70/70). It is to simulate the real-world
application of GPT-3 to annotate data for tasks with
large label spaces. For FewRel experiments, we fol-
low (Devlin et al., 2019) to fine-tune BERTBASE

on the data created by the three approaches for

Approach Num. of
Samples

Cost
(USD)

Time
(Mins) Results

PGDA
3000 11.31 14† 87.75
6000 22.63 27† 89.29

PGDG
3000 0.91 4† 73.81
6000 1.83 8† 76.55

DADG
3000 7.18 23† 68.04
6000 14.37 46† 71.51

Human Labeled
3000 221 - 300 1000 88.47
67349 4800 - 6700 22740 93.52

PGI 1821 7.33 12 95.77

Table 1: Costs, time spendings and results of SST2.
†means multiprocessing (5 processes) is enabled. Time
for manual labeling excludes the time spent on instruc-
tion preparation and training.

3 epochs. Subsequently, the fine-tuned model is
evaluated on the human-labeled test data to assess
the quality of data produced by the proposed ap-
proaches. The number of samples annotated or
generated by each approach is determined by assur-
ing the costs of each approach are comparable.

Annotation Approaches The FewRel dataset
poses significant challenges for the PGDA ap-
proach, primarily due to the complexity of instruct-
ing GPT-3 to comprehend the 64 relations. Due to
the cost and maximum token length constraints of
the GPT-3 API, we can only include 1-shot data for
each relation within the prompt, which can make
it difficult for GPT-3 to "understand" each rela-
tion. To address these challenges, we try 5 differ-
ent prompts for PGDA, with the goal of exploring
whether different prompts could be effective for
tasks with large label space. Please refer to Ap-
pendix A.10 for the prompt examples. As men-
tioned in Section 3.2, in PGDG, we conduct the
annotation for RE in two steps. The first step is
to instruct GTP-3 to generate head-tail entity pairs
for a specified relation and the second step is to
generate sentences with the generated triplets. We
generate 200 labeled data for each relation. As
mentioned in Section 3.3, DADG for RE is also
conducted in two steps. The first step is to query
WikiData to obtain head-tail entity pairs for a spec-
ified relation and the second step is to generate
sentences with the generated triplets. We generate
200 labeled data for each relation.

Results Table 2 presents the results of three dif-
ferent approaches. All five proposed prompts for
PGDA perform badly on the FewRel task due to
the task difficulty and large label space. In contrast,
the generation-based approaches, namely PGDG
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Approach Num. of
Samples

Cost
(USD)

Time
(Mins) P R F1

PGDA1 (1-shot) 384 28.55 13† 0.03 1.56 0.05
PGDA2 (1-shot) 384 25.40 10† 0.14 1.7 0.18
PGDA3 (1-shot) 384 25.19 11† 0.09 1.65 0.13
PGDA4 (1-shot) 384 25.57 10† 0.02 1.56 0.05
PGDA5 (1-shot) 384 25.56 11† 0.02 1.56 0.05
PGDG (1-shot) 12800 30.58 285† 47.82 45.58 44.11
DADG (1-shot) 12800 17.16 220† 45.41 42.41 40.02

PGDG (5-shot) 12800 99.35 340† 70.59 67.99 67.71
DADG (5-shot) 12800 88.91 265† 59.76 60.85 57.98

Human Labeled
704 101 - 200 640 41.92 41.45 34.22

12800 1828 - 3584 11636 85.19 85.07 84.95
35840 6400 - 10,000 32582 87.55 87.43 87.34

PGI 4480 33.30 160† 29.86 29.82 25.85

Table 2: Costs, time spendings, and results of FewRel.
Time for manual labeling excludes the time spent on
instruction preparation and training. The number of
samples annotated or generated by each approach is
determined by assuring comparable costs. We use
ChatGPT instead of GPT-3 to perform PGI on FewRel
data as a proxy as the cost of using GPT-3 for PGI
is obviously much higher. †means multiprocessing (5
processes) is enabled.

and DADG, achieve much better performance with
comparable costs. Even with access to only 1-
shot data, PGDG and DADG yield F1 scores of
around 44 and 40 points respectively in comparison
to PGDA. With access to 5-shot data, the perfor-
mances of PGDG and DADG are further improved
with the increased diversity of the generated data.
Under comparable costs, PGDG and DADG out-
perform the human-labeled data (704 data points)
with 33-point and 23-point F1 scores respectively.
It is worth noting that the PGDG approach consis-
tently outperforms the DADG approach. Through
analysis, it is determined that the head-tail entity
pairs generated by PGDG possess greater diversity
than those generated by DADG for specific rela-
tions such as religion and the language of the work.
We do not perform PGI on FewRel data as the cost
is obviously much higher.

4.3 Token-Level Task
4.3.1 CrossNER
The AI domain split in CrossNER has 14 entity
classes, namely product, field, task, researcher, uni-
versity, programming language, algorithm, misc,
metrics, organisation, conference, country, location,
person. We fine-tune BERTBASE on the CrossNER
task with corresponding data for 100 epochs with
early stopping.

Annotation Approaches In PGDA, as shown in
Appendix A.4, for each entity type, we initiate GPT-
3 to generate its definition and provide a selection

of data (no more than 10-shot) with entities belong-
ing to the specified entity type in the prompt to as-
sist GPT-3 in recognizing entities belonging to the
same class within the unlabeled data. It is observed
that the same entity may be labeled as different
entity types with different prompts. Therefore, we
also include an additional prompt, as illustrated in
Figure 12 in Appendix A.4, to determine the final
entity type for each identified entity. Both PGDG
and DADG for CrossNER are conducted in two
steps. The first step for PGDG is to prompt GPT-3
to generate entities for each entity type as shown
in Appendix A.5. On the other hand, the first step
for DADG is to query Wikidata to get the entities
of each entity type. Notice that we use no more
than 200 generated entities for each entity type in
our experiments for both PGDG and DADG. The
second step of both approaches is to use the gener-
ated entities to generate sentences within a specific
domain using GPT-3 as shown in Figure 14 in Ap-
pendix A.4. In the process of generating sentences
for both PGDG and DADG, we randomly select a
few entities from all the entities to generate each
sentence.

Results Table 3 presents the results of the three
approaches. We find the train data labeling method
using PGDA has the worst performance yet the
highest costs among the three proposed approaches.
It should be noted that there are only 100 gold train
data points in the AI domain split in the CrossNER
dataset, and these same 100 data points are labeled
using PGDA. However, the cost of labeling these
100 data points is higher than the cost of using the
generation approaches to generate 3000 data points.
It is observed that GPT-3 is effective at identifying
entities in the text, but it may also identify entities
that are not of the specified entity type, resulting
in incorrect labeling. Additionally, GPT-3 may not
accurately identify the boundaries of the entities.
These two disadvantages make it impractical to use
PGDA for labeling data for named entity recogni-
tion (NER) in a production setting, especially when
the label space becomes bigger. The PGDG ap-
proach is able to achieve a result comparable to the
100 human-labeled gold train data at a lower cost.
When utilizing Wikidata, the DADG approach is
able to achieve a higher result than PGDG, likely
due to its ability to leverage more unique entities
and in-domain entities extracted from Wikidata.
This shows that the ability to access in-domain en-
tities is crucial for creating high-quality training
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Approach Num. of
Samples

Cost
(USD)

Time
(Mins) Results

PGDA (10-shot) 100 15.39 21 23.08

PGDG (Zero-shot)
1500 7.78 17† 42.63
3000 13.56 33† 41.35

DADG (Zero-shot)
1500 6.77 20† 46.90
3000 13.61 40† 47.22

Human Labeled 100 17 - 42.85 65 42.00

PGI 431 63.23 20† 46.65

Table 3: Cost, time spending and results of CrossNER
(AI Domain Split). Time for manual labeling excludes
the time spent on instruction preparation and training.
†means multiprocessing (5 processes) is enabled.

data for NER.

4.3.2 ASTE
We follow (Xu et al., 2021) to fine-tune BERTBASE

on the ASTE task using data created by each ap-
proach for 10 epochs and evaluate the fine-tuned
models on human-labeled test data. We conduct
our experiment under 10-shot settings.

Annotation Approaches In PGDA, we ran-
domly sample 10-shot data from gold train data
and use them to guide GPT-3 to tag the unlabeled
data. Given the complexity of ASTE, which re-
quires the identification of aspect, opinion, and
sentiment triplets, we try 3 different prompts to as-
sess the impact of different prompts on the overall
performance of the tagging process. Please refer
to Appendix A.8 for more details. In PDGD, for
comparison purposes, the same 10-shot data used
for PGDA is used in the experiments for PGDG.
We first instruct GPT-3 to generate aspect-opinion-
sentiment triplets and then instruct GPT-3 to gener-
ate sentences with the generated triplets. We also
try on 3 prompts under PGDG as specified in Ap-
pendix A.9. In DADG, we query entities in laptop
and computer hardware domains from WikiData
and used them as aspects. We use the prompt that
achieved the best performance for PGDG as the
prompt to generate opinions and sentiments for
the aspects. Then we use the obtained triplets for
sentence generation.

Results Table 4 presents the results of three dif-
ferent approaches. PGDA achieves the best perfor-
mance compared with the other approaches. We
also notice that performance varies with different
prompts, which aligns with the previous research
(Luo et al., 2022). PGDG tends to generate data
with explicit sentiment, as shown in Appendix A.6.

Approach Num. of
Samples

Cost
(USD)

Time
(Mins) P R F1

PGDA1 906 11.34 18 57.93 44.38 50.26
PGDA2 906 9.02 17 50.78 24.13 32.71
PGDA3 906 12.84 19 50.73 38.31 43.65

PGDG1 1000 9.41 15† 44.36 22.47 29.83
PGDG2 1000 7.68 14† 54.93 14.36 22.77
PGDG3 1000 13.77 18† 45.10 12.71 19.83

DADG 1000 13.74 18† 48.61 6.45 11.38

Human Labeled
91 13 - 20 180 45.14 38.49 41.55

906 130 - 200 1800 63.07 55.99 59.32

PGI 328 3.92 9 50.10 48.43 49.25

Table 4: Costs, time spendings and results of ASTE (lap-
top domain split). Time for manual labeling excludes
the time spent on instruction preparation and training.
†means multiprocessing (5 processes) is enabled.

Similar to SST2, as entities are not the key fac-
tors for ASTE and provide little help to this task,
DADG is also outperformed by PGDA.

5 Further Analysis

5.1 Impact of Label Space

The results of our experiments indicate that the
tagging-based approach (PGDA) is more appropri-
ate for tasks with smaller label spaces and clearly
defined labels. Examples of such tasks include
sentence-level sentiment analysis and ASTE, which
both have small label space (2-3 labels) that can be
easily distinguished, e.g. positive, negative, neu-
tral. In contrast, the generation-based approaches
(PGDG and DADG) are better suited for tasks with
larger label spaces or labels that possess a certain
degree of ambiguity. Examples of such tasks in-
clude CrossNER and FewRel, which have 14 and
647 labels respectively, and some of which may
be difficult to identify or differentiate (e.g. Misc,
etc.). Both the tagging-based and generation-based
approaches have their own advantages and disad-
vantages. The tagging-based approach allows for
direct access to in-domain unlabeled data, while
the generation-based approaches may generate data
that contains information that was "learned" dur-
ing pre-training and may not align with the distri-
bution of in-domain data. However, as the label
space becomes larger, the tagging-based approach
requires a lengthy prompt with examples to guide
GPT-3, which can lead to catastrophic forgetting
and increase annotation costs. On the other hand,
the generation-based approaches can reformulate
the task by first generating spans with labels (e.g.

7We refer to the train split of the FewRel used in our ex-
periments. The original FewRel data has 100 labels in total.
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Generated Entities: Chiang Mai International
Airport; Chiang Mai, Thailand;
Generated Sentence: Chiang Mai International
Airport is the main gateway for air travels to and
from Chiang Mai, Thailand.

Figure 5: An example to demonstrate the generation
ability of GPT-3.

entities and triplets), and then generating a sen-
tence with the labeled spans. These approaches
reduce label errors and avoid the challenges of span
boundary detection. In addition, generation-based
approaches tend to be more cost-effective. as the
prompts used can be significantly shorter when
compared to those used in the tagging-based ap-
proach and multiple data can be generated with a
single prompt at a time.

5.2 Comparision with Human Annotators

Through extensive experiments, we find that GPT-3
demonstrates promising ability to generate domain-
specific data (e.g., entities in AI), structured data
(e.g., triplets), as well as unstructured sequences at
a fast speed. As discussed above, GPT-3 can even
be used to generate data from scratch or to convert
structured knowledge into natural sentences (Fig-
ure 5), eliminating the requirement of unlabeled
data. While for human annotators, it usually takes
longer time to train them for domain-specific data
annotation, and their annotation speed is not com-
parable with machines in most cases. Moreover, it
is often more challenging for humans to construct
training data without unlabeled data, or when the
size of label space is very large. Therefore, in
terms of speed and domain-specific data annota-
tion, and in the setting of labeled data generation,
large language models (LLMs) exhibit encouraging
potential. Machines are good at quickly labeling or
generating a large amount of training data. How-
ever, if we limit the number of data samples for
model training, the per-instance quality of the data
annotated by humans is still higher in most cases.

5.3 Impact of Number of Shots

We conduct experiments on the following two
datasets, SST2 and FewRel to explore the impact
of the number of shots. We find that increasing
the number of shots does not necessarily lead to
better annotation results for all approaches. As
shown in Figure 6, for SST2, tagging approach
(PGDA) can benefit from more examples in the
context, which enhances GPT-3’s ability to tag un-

Model Numb. of Sampes Cost Results

GPT-3 3000 11.31 87.75
ChatGPT 3000 1.50 87.31

Table 5: Preliminary Comparison between GPT-3 and
ChatGPT on SST2.

labeled data. However, for the PGDG and DADG
approaches, GPT-3 tends to generate data similar
to the given examples. As shown in Figure 7, for
SST2, the data is usually not a complete sentence
and tend to be short and carry less information.
Thus, with more data examples, GPT-3 will “learn”
to generate similar data with less information and
lead to poorer data quality. However, for FewRel,
the data is a complete sentence and carry lots of in-
formation and the relations between the head entity
and tail entity tend to be more implicit. Thus, with
5-shot data in the context, GPT-3 can generate data
that also contain more implicit relations than only
with 1-shot or zero-shot in the context8.

5.4 Preliminary Comparison between GPT-3
and ChatGPT

Based on the findings presented in Table 5, our anal-
ysis reveals that ChatGPT exhibits a performance
level that is on par with GPT-3 when it comes to the
SST2 task. Notably, the results obtained from our
observations demonstrate comparable outcomes be-
tween ChatGPT and GPT-3 in terms of task per-
formance. Moreover, from a cost-efficiency stand-
point, ChatGPT emerges as a more economically
viable alternative when compared to GPT-3, which
may make it a preferable choice. A study con-
ducted by Gilardi et al. (2023) further illustrates
the superior performance of ChatGPT compared
to crowd-workers for various annotation tasks. By
employing a dataset consisting of 2,382 tweets, the
research demonstrates that ChatGPT surpasses the
capabilities of crowd-workers across multiple anno-
tation tasks, including relevance assessment, stance
analysis, topic identification, and frame detection.
These findings suggest that large language models
may outperform human annotators when it comes
to these specific tasks, highlighting their potential
as a highly effective and reliable tool for annotation
purposes.

8Please refer to Appendix A.7 for the examples of gener-
ated data with different number of shots for SST2 and FewRel.
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Figure 6: Experiments on the impact of number of
shots. We reported the results of 6,000 data on SST2
and 12,800 data (200 data per class) on FewRel.

SST Example: a smile on your face (positive)
FewRel Example: Winscombe is a lightly pop-
ulated locality in the southern part of the Can-
terbury region of New Zealand ’s South Island .
(Relation: located on terrain feature)

Figure 7: Examples to show the differences between the
data distributions of SST2 and FewRel data.

5.5 Case Study on Multilingual Data
Annotation

As shown in Appendix A.14, we meticulously ex-
amined the annotation capabilities of state-of-the-
art language models, namely GPT-3, ChatGPT, and
GPT-4, within the context of multilingual training
data. Our observations revealed that these mod-
els possess the remarkable ability to annotate such
data effectively, even when presented with minimal
or no prior exposure to the target languages. By
employing a zero shot or few shot setting, where
the models were not explicitly fine-tuned on the
specific languages in question, we witnessed their
capacity to accurately annotate and comprehend
diverse linguistic inputs from a multitude of lan-
guages. This notable achievement underscores the
potential of these language models to transcend lan-
guage barriers and facilitate efficient multilingual
data processing, making them invaluable tools for
a wide range of language-related tasks and applica-
tions.

6 Conclusions

In this work, we investigate the effectiveness of
GPT-3 as a data annotator for various natural lan-
guage processing (NLP) tasks using three main ap-

proaches. Our experimental results show that GPT-
3 has the potential to annotate data for different
tasks at a relatively lower cost, especially for indi-
viduals or organizations with limited budgets. With
the limited budget, performance of model trained
on the GPT-3 annotated data is often comparable to
or even better than that trained on human-annotated
data. However, it should be noted that the quality
of data annotated by GPT-3 still has room for im-
provement when compared to human-annotated
data. We hope the findings in this work can shed
the light on automatic data annotation using large
language models and provide some insights so that
more methods can be proposed to enhance the qual-
ity of data created by these models. With everyone
being able to create data for their model training,
we can pave the way for the democratization of AI.
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Our work is subject to certain limitations, one of
which pertains to financial constraints that hindered
the ability to conduct large-scale experimentation
with the data annotation methods proposed. As
a result, the findings of this study may not be
fully representative of larger datasets or popula-
tions. Additionally, the utilization of GPT-3 as a
model presents challenges in terms of interpretabil-
ity, as it operates as a "black box" system. To
further investigate this subject, it would be bene-
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ficial to conduct larger-scale experiments and to
compare the performances of GPT-3, ChatGPT9,
and GPT-4 (OpenAI, 2023) and the open-sourced
LLMs like LLaMA (Touvron et al., 2023).

Ethics Consideration

One of the significant issues associated with GPT-3
is the potential for it to reinforce existing biases
present in the data sets it annotated. This is due
to GPT-3 being pre-trained on a vast amount of
unlabelled data, which may include bias and stereo-
types (Li et al., 2022). To address this concern, it
is crucial to guarantee that the data used to train
GPT-3 is diverse and representative of various view-
points and experiences. Furthermore, consistent
monitoring and evaluation of the output generated
by GPT-3 should be implemented to identify and
rectify any possible biases.
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A Appendix

A.1 PGDA for SST2

Choose the sentiment of the given text from
Positive and Negative.
Text: a feast for the eyes
Sentiment: Positive
...
Text: boring and obvious
Sentiment: Negative
Text: [Unlabeled Data]
Sentiment: [Label]

Figure 8: An example of prompt-guided unlabeled data
annotation for SST2.

A.2 PGDG for SST2

Write 20 different movie reviews with positive
sentiments with no more than 20 words.
Sentiment: Positive
Text: a feast for the eyes
...
Sentiment: Positive
Text:

Figure 9: An example of prompt-guided data generation
for SST2.

A.3 DADG for SST2

Sentiment: Positive
Text: a feast for the eyes
...
Write a movie review with the given entity
with positive sentiment.
Entity: [Entity1]
Sentiment: Positive
Text:

Figure 10: An example of dictionary-assisted training
data generation for SST2.

A.4 PGDA for CrossNER

Researcher: A researcher in AI domain is
an individual who conducts research and
experiments related to Artificial Intelligence and
its related fields, such as ...

Text: Advocates of procedural representa-
tions were mainly centered at MIT , under the
leadership of Marvin Minsky and Seymour
Papert .
Researcher entity: Marvin Minsky; Seymour
Papert;
...
Text: [Unlabeled Data]
Researcher entity:

Figure 11: An example of prompt-guided unlabeled data
annotation for CrossNER.

Choose the right entity type from the can-
didate list for the given entity in the text
context.
Text: Advocates of procedural representations
were mainly centered at MIT, under the leader-
ship of Marvin Minsky and Seymour Papert .
Entity: Marvin Minsky
Candidate List: product, task, researcher,
university, organisation, person
Entity Type: researcher
...
Text: [Unlabeled Data]
Entity: [Entity]
Candidate List: [Entity_Type1, Entity_Type2,
Entity_Type3, ...]
Entity Type:

Figure 12: An example of prompt to determine the entity
type of an entity in CrossNER.
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A.5 PGDG and DADG for CrossNER

Researcher: A researcher in AI domain is
an individual who conducts research and
experiments related to Artificial Intelligence and
its related fields, such as Machine Learning ...
Researcher: David Silver, Fei-Fei Li, Claude
Shannon, Marvin Minsky, Ruslan Salakhutdinov
Generate 15 different researchers in the AI
domain.
Researcher:
1. David Silver
2. ...

Figure 13: An example of prompting GPT-3 to generate
entities for the type ‘Researcher’ for PGDG.

Generate text with all the given entities in the
AI domain.
Entities: Entity1_Type: Entity1; Entity2_Type:
Entity2; ...
Text:

Figure 14: An example of prompting GPT-3 to gener-
ate a sentence with given entities for both PGDG and
DADG.

A.6 Generated Samples for ASTE by GPT-3

Gold train data: The biggest problem is that the
box had no instructions in it .
Data generated by PGDG: The port layout is
good and the processor is good for the price .
Data generated by DADG: The Edge device is
quite lightweight , the PC speaker is mediocre,
but great for a Toshiba T3100 and good for other
peripherals.

Figure 15: Examples to compare the gold train data
and the sentences generated by GPT-3. GPT-3 tends to
generate data with more explicit sentiment expressions
compared with gold train data.

A.7 Generated Samples for SST2 and FewRel
for Different Number of Shots

Zero-shot: Fantastic! Great performances, an
incredible soundtrack, and a captivating plot.
1-shot: A heartfelt and sincere film that will
leave you feeling uplifted
5-shot: a real crowd-pleaser

Figure 16: Examples to show the sentences generated
by GPT-3 under Zero-shot, 1-shot, and 5-shot settings
for SST2 with PDPG.

Zero-shot: The Dallas Airport is a transport hub
that serves the city of Dallas.
1-shot: Narita Airport ( NRT ) serves as the
main transport hub for flights to and from Narita.
5-shot: It serves as Manila’s main international
gateway , being located at the heart of Manila
International Airport Complex at Ninoy Aquino
International Airport in Manila , Philippines.

Figure 17: Examples to show the sentences generated
by GPT-3 under Zero-shot, 1-shot, and 5-shot settings
for FewRel with PDPG.
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A.8 PGDA for ASTE

Identify the target, opinion, and sentiment
triplets in the given text.
Text: The biggest problem is that the box had
no instructions in it .
Target0: instructions; Opinion0: problem;
Sentiment0: negative
Target1: instructions; Opinion1: no; Senti-
ment1: negative
...
Text: [Unlabeled Data]
Target0: [Label] ...

Figure 18: Prompt for PGDA1 for ASTE.

Identify the target, opinion, and sentiment
triplets in the given text.
Text: The biggest problem is that the box had
no instructions in it .
Target:instructions; instructions;
Opinion: problem; no;
Sentiment: negative; negative;
...
Text: [Unlabeled Data]
Target: [Label], ...

Figure 19: Prompt for PGDA2 for ASTE.

Identify the target, opinion, and sentiment
triplets in the given text.
Text: The biggest problem is that the box had
no instructions in it .
Target0: is instructions. Its opinion span is
problem. Its sentiment is negative.
Target1: is instructions. Its opinion span is no.
Its sentiment is negative.
...
Text: [Unlabeled Data]
Target0: is [Label] ...

Figure 20: Prompt for PGDA3 for ASTE.

A.9 PGDG and DADG for ASTE

Generate 20 different sentiment, target and
opinion triplets.
1. Target0: instructions; Opinion0: problem;
Sentiment0: negative; Target1: instructions;
Opinion1: no; Sentiment1: negative;
...
Target0: [Target0] ...

Figure 21: Prompt for PGDG1 for ASTE.

Generate 20 different sentiment, target and
opinion triplets.
1. Target: instructions; instructions; Opinion:
problem; no; Sentiment: negative; negative;
...
11. Target: [Target0]; ...

Figure 22: Prompt for PGDG2 for ASTE.

Generate 20 different targets and opinions in
positive sentiment. Sentiment: positive; Target:
features; Opinion: nice;
Sentiment: positive; Target: priced; Opinion:
reasonable;
...
Sentiment: positive; Target:[Target0] ...

Figure 23: Prompt for PGDG3 for ASTE.

Generate a sentence with the given target,
opinion and sentiment triplets in the laptop
domain.
Target0: instructions; Opinion0: problem;
Sentiment0: negative; Target1: instructions;
Opinion1: no; Sentiment1: negative;
Text: The biggest problem is that the box had
no instructions in it .
...
Target0: [Target0]; Opinion0: [Opinion0];
Sentiment0: [Sentiment0];
...
Text: [Generated Sentence]

Figure 24: An example of Prompting GPT-3 to generate
a sentence with given triplets for ASTE using PGDG
and DADG.
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A.10 PGDA for FewRel

Identify the relation between the head entity
and the tail entity in the given sentence.
Relation: place served by transport hub; moun-
tain range; religion; participating team; contains
administrative territorial entity; head of govern-
ment; country of citizenship; original network;
heritage designation; performer; participant of;
position held; has part; location of formation;
located on terrain feature; architect; country of
origin; publisher; director; father; developer;
military branch; mouth of the watercourse;
nominated for; movement; successful candidate;
followed by; manufacturer; instance of; after
a work by; member of political party; licensed
to broadcast to; headquarters location; sibling;
instrument; country; occupation; residence;
work location; subsidiary; participant; operator;
characters; occupant; genre; operating system;
owned by; platform; tributary; winner; said
to be the same as; composer; league; record
label; distributor; screenwriter; sports season
of league or competition; taxon rank; location;
field of work; language of work or name; applies
to jurisdiction; notable work; located in the
administrative territorial entity;

Sentence: Merpati flight 106 departed
Jakarta ( CGK ) on a domestic flight to Tanjung
Pandan ( TJQ ) . Head Entity: TJQ; Tail Entity:
Tanjung Pandan
Relation: place served by transport hub
Sentence: It is approximately 8 km away from
Mount Korbu , the tallest mountain of the
Titiwangsa Mountains .
Head Entity: Mount Korbu; Tail Entity:
Titiwangsa Mountains
...
Sentence1: [unlabeled data]
Head Entity1: [head entity]; Tail Entity1:[tail
entity]
Relation: [label]

Figure 25: Prompt for PGDA1 used for FewRel Ex-
periemtns.

Identify the relation between the head entity
and the tail entity in the given sentence.
Relation: place served by transport hub; moun-
tain range; religion; participating team; contains
administrative territorial entity; head of govern-
ment; country of citizenship; original network;
heritage designation; performer; participant of;
position held; has part; location of formation;
located on terrain feature; architect; country of
origin; publisher; director; father; developer;
military branch; mouth of the watercourse;
nominated for; movement; successful candidate;
followed by; manufacturer; instance of; after
a work by; member of political party; licensed
to broadcast to; headquarters location; sibling;
instrument; country; occupation; residence;
work location; subsidiary; participant; operator;
characters; occupant; genre; operating system;
owned by; platform; tributary; winner; said
to be the same as; composer; league; record
label; distributor; screenwriter; sports season
of league or competition; taxon rank; location;
field of work; language of work or name; applies
to jurisdiction; notable work; located in the
administrative territorial entity;

Sentence: Merpati flight 106 departed
Jakarta ( CGK ) on a domestic flight to Tanjung
Pandan ( TJQ ) . the relation between TJQ and
Tanjung Pandan is place served by transport hub
Sentence: It is approximately 8 km away from
Mount Korbu , the tallest mountain of the
Titiwangsa Mountains .
the relation between Mount Korbu and Titi-
wangsa Mountains is mountain range
Sentence: In 1689 , Konstanty was one of the
judges who sentenced Kazimierz Łyszczyński to
death for atheism .
the relation between Kazimierz Łyszczyński
and atheism is religion
...
Sentence1: [unlabeled data]
the relation between [head entity] and [tail
entity] is [label]

Figure 26: Prompt for PGDA2 used for FewRel Ex-
periemtns.
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Identify the relation between the head entity
and the tail entity in the given sentence.
Relation: place served by transport hub; moun-
tain range; religion; participating team; contains
administrative territorial entity; head of govern-
ment; country of citizenship; original network;
heritage designation; performer; participant of;
position held; has part; location of formation;
located on terrain feature; architect; country of
origin; publisher; director; father; developer;
military branch; mouth of the watercourse;
nominated for; movement; successful candidate;
followed by; manufacturer; instance of; after
a work by; member of political party; licensed
to broadcast to; headquarters location; sibling;
instrument; country; occupation; residence;
work location; subsidiary; participant; operator;
characters; occupant; genre; operating system;
owned by; platform; tributary; winner; said
to be the same as; composer; league; record
label; distributor; screenwriter; sports season
of league or competition; taxon rank; location;
field of work; language of work or name; applies
to jurisdiction; notable work; located in the
administrative territorial entity;

Merpati flight 106 departed Jakarta ( CGK )
on a domestic flight to [Tanjung Pandan TAIL
ENTITY] ( [TJQ HEAD ENTITY] ) . Relation:
place served by transport hub
It is approximately 8 km away from [Mount
Korbu HEAD ENTITY] , the tallest mountain
of the [Titiwangsa Mountains TAIL ENTITY] .
Relation: mountain range
...
[unlabeled data [[head entity] HEAD ENTITY]
[[tail entity] TAIL ENTITY]] Relation: [label]

Figure 27: Prompt for PGDA3 used for FewRel Ex-
periemtns.

Identify the relation between the head entity
and the tail entity in the given sentence.
Relation: place served by transport hub; moun-
tain range; religion; participating team; contains
administrative territorial entity; head of govern-
ment; country of citizenship; original network;
heritage designation; performer; participant of;
position held; has part; location of formation;
located on terrain feature; architect; country of
origin; publisher; director; father; developer;
military branch; mouth of the watercourse;
nominated for; movement; successful candidate;
followed by; manufacturer; instance of; after
a work by; member of political party; licensed
to broadcast to; headquarters location; sibling;
instrument; country; occupation; residence;
work location; subsidiary; participant; operator;
characters; occupant; genre; operating system;
owned by; platform; tributary; winner; said
to be the same as; composer; league; record
label; distributor; screenwriter; sports season
of league or competition; taxon rank; location;
field of work; language of work or name; applies
to jurisdiction; notable work; located in the
administrative territorial entity;

MMerpati flight 106 departed Jakarta ( CGK )
on a domestic flight to Tanjung Pandan ( TJQ ) .
<head> TJQ <tail> Tanjung Pandan <relation>
place served by transport hub
It is approximately 8 km away from Mount
Korbu , the tallest mountain of the Titiwangsa
Mountains . <head> Mount Korbu <tail>
Titiwangsa Mountains <relation> mountain
range
...
[unlabeled data] <head> [head entity] <tail> [tail
entity] <relation>: [label]

Figure 28: Prompt for PGDA4 used for FewRel Ex-
periemtns.
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Relation: place served by transport hub
Relation Definition: territorial entity or entities
served by this transport hub (airport, train
station, etc.)
Relation: mountain range
Relation Definition: range or subrange to which
the geographical item belongs
...
Identify the relation between the head entity
and the tail entity in the given sentence.
Sentence: Merpati flight 106 departed Jakarta (
CGK ) on a domestic flight to Tanjung Pandan (
TJQ ) . Head Entity: TJQ; Tail Entity: Tanjung
Pandan
Relation: place served by transport hub
Sentence1: [unlabeled data]
Head Entity1: [head entity]; Tail Entity1:[tail
entity]
Relation: [label]

Figure 29: Prompt for PGDA5 used for FewRel Ex-
periemtns.

A.11 Discussion on Annotation of More
Complex Tasks

The primary aim of this paper is to provide as-
sistance to the majority of individuals and small
and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) engaged in
data annotation. To achieve this objective, we have
specifically chosen the most frequently employed
tasks that possess broad downstream applications.
In instances where more intricate tasks are encoun-
tered, previous research endeavors (Drozdov et al.,
2023; Liu et al., 2023; Qin et al., 2023b) have
demonstrated the remarkable capabilities of LLMs
in complex NLP tasks, encompassing reasoning,
semantic parsing, and dialogues, even in situations
with minimal or no training data. Furthermore,
there is a recent inclination to utilize LLMs for gen-
erating self-instruct data, exemplified by projects
such as Alpaca10 and Vicuna11. Consequently, the
utilization of large language models for data anno-
tation represents a nascent field with ample room
for further research and enhancement.

10https://crfm.stanford.edu/2023/03/13/alpaca.html
11https://lmsys.org/blog/2023-03-30-vicuna/
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A.12 Domain-Specific Knowledge of GPT-3
Figure 30 shows that GPT-3 has memorized a large amount of domain-specific knowledge.

Figure 30: Examples showing that GPT-3 has memorized a large amount of domain-specific knowledge.

A.13 Results for SST2 under zero-shot and 2-shot settings

Settings Approach Number of Samples
Annotated / Generated

Cost
(USD)

Time
(Mins) Results

Zero-shot

PGDA
3000 1.82 14† 86.11
6000 3.65 27† 87.31

PGDG
3000 0.8 4† 78.25
6000 1.61 8† 80.15

DADG
3000 3.10 13† 73.53
6000 6.21 25† 76.66

2-shot

PGDA
3000 3.18 16 85.89
6000 6.36 32† 89.07

PGDG
3000 0.97 4† 79.57
6000 1.94 9† 79.24

DADG
3000 3.68 15† 75.34
6000 7.38 29† 77.32

Table 6: Costs, time spending, and results of SST2 under zero-shot and 2-shot settings. †means multiprocessing (5
processes) is enabled. Time for manual labeling excludes the time spent on instruction preparation and training.
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A.14 Case Study of Multilingual Data Annotation
Figure 31 and 32 shows that GPT-3, ChatGPT and GPT-4 can be used to annotate data in non-English
languages.

Help me extract the Person, Location, and Organization entities in the given text. Output
N/A if the entity type is not mentioned in the given text: Grab星期四（5月25日）宣布，联
合创办人陈慧玲已通知董事会，打算在2023年底前辞去Grab的运营职务，包括董事职
务。她将在Grab担任顾问职务。
Entities:

GPT-3:
Person: 陈慧玲
Location: N/A

Organization: Grab

ChatGPT:
Person: 陈慧玲 (Chen Huiling)

Location: N/A Organization:
Grab

GPT-4:
Person: 陈慧玲
Location: N/A

Organization: Grab

Remark: The translation of the given text is "Grab announced on Thursday (May 25th)
that co-founder Tan Hooi Ling has informed the board of directors of her intention to
resign from her operational role at Grab, including her position as a director, by the end of
2023. She will continue to serve as an advisor at Grab."

Figure 31: Illustrations of Annotating Chinese NER using GPT-3, ChatGPT and GPT-4.

Help me determine the sentiment of the given text as Positive or Negative. Text: bien
que de nombreux acteurs lancent une étincelle ou deux lorsqu'ils apparaissent pour la
première fois, ils ne peuvent pas générer suffisamment de chaleur dans ce vide froid
d'une comédie pour déclencher une réaction.
Sentiment:

GPT-3:
Negative

ChatGPT:
The sentiment of the given

text is Negative.

GPT-4:
Negative

Remark: The translation of the given text is "Though many of the actors throw off a spark
or two when they first appear , they can't generate enough heat in this cold vacuum of a
comedy to start a reaction."

Figure 32: Illustrations of Annotating French Text Classification Data using GPT-3, ChatGPT and GPT-4.
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disclaimers of any risks to participants or annotators, etc.?
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and paid participants, and discuss if such payment is adequate given the participants’ demographic
(e.g., country of residence)?
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� D4. Was the data collection protocol approved (or determined exempt) by an ethics review board?
Not applicable. Left blank.

� D5. Did you report the basic demographic and geographic characteristics of the annotator population
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